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SUMMARY:  

 
Senate Bill 349 would amend the Michigan Liquor Control Code to establish regulations for 
qualified small distillers. 
 

Qualified small distiller would mean a small distiller or an out-of-state entity that is 
the substantial equivalent of a small distiller that is certified by the Michigan 
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (MDARD) as having at least 40% 
of its base distillate distilled from distilled grain grown and harvested in Michigan.  
 
A small distiller is defined in the code as a manufacturer of spirits that annually 
manufactures in Michigan not more than 60,000 gallons of spirits, of all brands 
combined. 

 
Under the bill, no later than February 1, 2020, and each subsequent February 1, a small distiller 
or its out-of-state equivalent could file an application with MDARD to be certified as a 
qualified small distiller. MDARD would have to certify that an applicant is a qualified small 
distiller or out-of-state entity, which would mean, as determined by MDARD, that the base 
distillate of the small distiller or out-of-state entity is at least 40% distilled from the distilled 
grain grown and harvested in Michigan. The certificate would expire annually on February 1. 
MDARD could charge a reasonable certification fee. 
 
No later than October 1, 2020, and each subsequent October 1, MDARD would have to submit 
a report to the Michigan Liquor Control Commission (MLCC) including the name of each 
qualified small distiller certified above.  
 
Beginning January 1, 2021, for each bottle of spirits produced by a qualified small distiller of 
which at least 40% of the base distillate was distilled from grain grown and harvested in 
Michigan (as determined by MDARD), the price for each bottle would have to return a gross 
profit to the MLCC of 32.5%. (Under current law, the gross profit is 65%.) 
 
A small distiller or out-of-state entity that supplied false information to MDARD or the MLCC 
would be guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for up to one year or a fine of 
up to $3,000, or both. The small distiller or out-of-state entity would also have to pay the 
MLCC the difference between the gross profit the MLCC would have received if the small 
distiller or out-of-state entity were not a qualified small distiller, as determined by the MLCC.  
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A qualified small distiller would have to keep a complete and accurate set of records and 
accounts of all transactions pertaining to the operation of its distillery, including at least the 
following: 
• Records and accounts of all distilled grain received in or withdrawn from the distillery. 
• All acknowledgment forms and Michigan certification of origination statements in the 

qualified distiller’s possession. (Acknowledgment forms would include scale weight 
tickets, load slips, or other evidence identifying the distilled grain being transferred to 
possession of the small distiller. A Michigan certification of origination statement would 
be a signed statement by the deliver or producer of grain on an acknowledgment form that 
the grain was grown and harvested in Michigan.) 

• Copies of all contracts. 
• Acknowledgment forms returned to and settled by the qualified distiller.  
 
MDARD and the MLCC would be able to examine the above records and accounts pertaining 
to the qualified distiller’s distilled grain handling business at any time during normal business 
hours. 
 
MCL 436.1233 
 

FISCAL IMPACT:  
 
Senate Bill 349 would reduce revenues to the Liquor Purchase Revolving Fund (LPRF), which 
is the state’s enterprise fund for the wholesaling of liquor. The net revenue of the LPRF lapses 
to the state’s general fund (GF/GP), so the bill would potentially cause a reduction to GF/GP 
revenue. Under current law, spirits of which at least 40% of the base distillate is from Michigan 
grain and which is produced by entities labeled as “qualified small distillers” under the bill 
would yield a 65% gross profit to the MLCC, which would be deposited to the LPRF. The bill 
would stipulate that these spirits would instead return a gross profit of 32.5% to the MLCC. 
This lower gross profit would result in reduced revenues to the LPRF. The amount of the 
reduction would depend on the volume of product that would meet the bill’s parameters and is 
presently indeterminate. The bill also stipulates that small distillers and their out-of-state 
equivalents that supply false information to the MLCC would owe the MLCC the difference 
between the aforementioned gross profits, which would result in the current 65% gross profit 
being realized in these cases.  
 
MDARD has estimated that the work necessary to certify applicants as qualified small 
distillers, including the examination of the records and accounts pertaining to the qualified 
small distiller's distilled grain handling business, would require MDARD to establish an auditor 
position at an estimated cost of $150,000 for salary and other expenses.  
 
The bill would authorize MDARD to charge a “reasonable certification fee.” The bill does not 
specify the amount of the fee. The amount of annual fee revenue would depend on the number 
of applicants and the amount of the fee as established by the department. MDARD indicates 
that there are currently 135 small distillers as defined in section 111 of the Liquor Control 
Code. It is unknown how many of these current small distillers would apply to be certified as 
“qualified small distillers.” As a result, annual fee revenue cannot be reasonably estimated at 
this time. [If all 135 small distillers applied for certification as qualified small distillers, the 
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annual certification fee would have to be approximately $1,100 in order to cover the estimated 
$150,000 additional annual cost.] 
 
The bill does not designate the distribution of fee revenue. If fee revenue is retained by 
MDARD, the funds could be used, subject to appropriation, to offset some of the additional 
costs associated with the new program activities as required by the bill. If restricted fee revenue 
did not cover all additional costs, those additional costs would have to be covered from some 
other restricted fund source within the MDARD budget, or with state General Fund revenue. 
The new program activities could be funded through an increase in state appropriations or 
through redirection of resources from other MDARD programs, which would reduce those 
affected programs accordingly. 
 
Finally, Senate Bill 349 creates a new misdemeanor offense for supplying false information to 
MDARD or the MLCC. The number of convictions that would result under provisions of the 
bill is not known. New misdemeanor convictions would increase costs related to county jails 
and/or local misdemeanor probation supervision. Costs of local incarceration in county jails 
and local misdemeanor probation supervision, and how those costs are financed, vary by 
jurisdiction. The fiscal impact on local court systems would depend on how provisions of the 
bill affected caseloads and related administrative costs. Any increase in penal fine revenue 
would increase funding for public and county law libraries, which are the constitutionally 
designated recipients of those revenues.  
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■ This analysis was prepared by nonpartisan House Fiscal Agency staff for use by House members in their 
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